
Assess the claim that the Pretenders were the most important
threat to Henry VII’s kingship.

 
Henry VII took the throne by force in 1485 and was to spend the majority of his �me on the throne dealing with a
number of threats that varied in seriousness. Many of these threats were dynas�c, and stemmed from the widely
held belief that Henry was a usurper, whilst others were linked to economic and poli�cal problems associated with his
reign which were nevertheless as important and in many ways as serious a threat as those presented by the
Pretenders.
 
It is important to make a dis�nc�on between the nature of the threats posed by the two defenders. The Lambert
Simnel plot, which began early in the reign and was centred around a poorly planned Yorkist plot to place a 9 year old
baker’s boy from Oxford on the throne, was probably the lesser threat of the two. The Perkin Warbeck plot, on the
other hand, was a much more protracted affair that a�racted substan�al foreign support and was to trouble Henry for
the best part of a decade.
 
The Lambert Simnel plot was a short and sustained period of crisis that ended with the Ba�le of Stoke in 1486 and
which, in the view of many historians, represented the last actual ‘ba�le’ of the Wars of the Roses. The Ba�le at Stoke
was a close run affair. Although Henry had numerical supremacy on the field, the Pretender’s forces contained ba�le-
hardened mercenaries who were not easily beaten. The actual plot itself was a fairly ramshackle affair. Lambert
Simnel was proclaimed King by the Irish lords yet there was li�le genuine faith in his pretence to be one of the
murdered sons of Edward IV – the ‘princes in the Tower.’ The plot a�racted few supporters as it made its way first
east, across the Pennines, and then south through Yorkshire. This lukewarm popular response to Simnel suggests that
the plot was not a major threat and it is also important to remember that Warbeck had an equally difficult �me in
trying to encourage the masses to support his moves against Henry. However, of the two, Warbeck was certainly the
more dangerous threat.
There are many similari�es in the early stages of both plots. Both pretend to be one of the sons of Edward IV and both
use the Yorkist support in Ireland as the star�ng point for their a�empts to overthrow Henry. The Warbeck plot differs
from the Simnel plot in that it lasted much longer, became involved in all the predictable European trouble spots at
the �me (and a�racted their support) as well as making three actual ‘a�acks’ on England alongside a�rac�ng some
level of support by a handful of key nobles. The �me, cost and longevity of the uncertain pretence of Warbeck
certainly makes him the more serious of the two threats. However, there are other issues and problems in Henry’s
reign that provided him with considerable threats and danger.
 
At various �mes in his reign Henry had cause to be concerned by the ac�vi�es and dubious loyal�es of the English
nobility. This problem was present throughout his reign and provided Henry with a not inconsiderable threat to his
throne, especially when some of these nobles chose to link themselves to the two plots outlined above. The problem
Henry faced with the nobility was that whilst on the one hand they represented a considerable and powerful
counterbalance to his power they were nevertheless a vital part of the late medieval system of governance: Henry
may have feared governing with them yet he recognised the impossibility of governing without them. To control the
nobility, Henry used a varied system of procedures that were based mainly around the aspect of the nobili�es’
existence that had the poten�al to hurt them the most – their pockets. Bonds and recognisances, Acts of A�ainder
and the restric�ons on livery and maintenance – all carried the poten�al economic wipe-out of any noble family who
displeased Henry in any way or who refused to fulfil an obliga�on or to keep their wider family connec�ons in check.
A hos�le and rebellious nobility would have been a major, and more important, threat to Henry than the Pretenders.
That they were not a threat of this kind says much about Henry’s effec�ve handling of them as a group.
 



Economic problems represented major threats, especially early in the reign. Tax rebellions in Yorkshire and Cornwall
both challenged Henry to reconsider his policies of taxa�on and both required him to make a u-turn in his plans to
raise extra taxes for wars against Scotland and France. Both rebellions were serious threats to Henry’s reign. The
Yorkshire rebellion took place early in the reign and any sign of weakness from Henry may have been enough for the
nobility to begin to sense that he was perhaps not ‘up to the job’. It says much for Henry’s poli�cal skills that he was
able to step back from the proposed taxa�on and retain a sense of authority and control. Similarly, in the case of the
Cornish revolt, Henry had to accomplish the difficult manoeuvre of dealing with the revolt whilst maintaining his grip
on power. The Cornish revolt was certainly the most serious of the two situa�ons. The numbers involved were greater,
the rebellion spread beyond Cornwall and reached the outskirts of London and, perhaps more significantly, there was
a clear link between Cornish protests and the Warbeck rebellion. The revolt of the Cornishmen may have been a brief
and intense moment of danger yet was probably not the most important threat facing Henry. A similar conclusion
could be reached in rela�on to the Yorkshire rising.
 
A final point to consider in terms of threats to Henry are the various dangers represented by foreign powers. Whilst
Henry was able to establish good rela�ons with Spain early in the reign, there were con�nuous threats from France,
Burgundy and Scotland. Taken on their own, the nature of these foreign threats were serious enough, linked to the
Pretenders, however, they take on a more threatening dimension. Ireland and Scotland gave varying degrees of
support to Simnel whilst Warbeck turned-up at all the predictable trouble spots of the period. At various �mes,
Warbeck was supported by Ireland, Scotland, France and the Holy Roman Emperor. Support from Margaret of
Burgundy was almost consistent across the period and caused Henry to make some difficult decisions that began to
touch upon trade rela�ons with the province. This was a serious decision for Henry to take and tes�fies to the
seriousness with which he viewed the situa�on.
 
When considered as separate and individual acts of rebellion it is some�mes difficult to see the Pretenders as the
most serious threat to Henry. Simnel and his supporters look vaguely ridiculous whilst the wanderings of Warbeck
take on the aspect of a giant game of chess, with Henry always able to place the Pretender ‘in check’. Nevertheless,
when looked at in a much broader sense, and when linked to issues of the nobility, finance and foreign policy, the
Pretenders appear on a much bigger stage and contribute to some of the more dangerous situa�ons that Henry found
himself dealing with between 1485 and the late 1490s.
 


